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The best to protect your computer is to get the latest antivirus on your computer with the best
definition updates. Today there is a huge completion to push the security standers to the next level.
Many security giants like Norton and MacAfee have been working hard to come up with the new and
innovative to make sure there user get the best possible protection. Today we will review the latest
product launch from McAfee AntiVirus Plus.

Interface

The new antivirus from McAfee has some new improved features and has been popular for its
strong defending and protecting of your computer. The central Navigation offers you the view of all
the available tools in one list. Even the important tools like log files and history of the scan are easily
accessible with help of this list. You can see the log for the last 30 days in the log files, which would
include the list of program or infection blocked in the past 30 days.

Safe Web browsing 

The new features that included the safety index of the website helps you to browse safely as it
warns you with different color index which one is more safe for you to use. Thus, you are less likely
to end up with any specious website.

Data management 

We often wonder what if someone could recover the important data from our computer even if
delete it. McAfee has come up with the new tools in the antivirus that will help you to delete the files
from your computer permanently thus no one can retrieve the files without any delay.

Managing the Junk files

We all realize that after a while our computer turns out to be slow and it makes the computer slow. It
is not more a secret that, after a long use the computer becomes slow because of unused junk files,
temp files and cookies. Thus the new tool from McAfee helps you to clean the junk and unwanted
files called and the tool is called McAfee Quick cleaner.

Scanning the Removable drives

McAfee has included the new features which run a quick scans on the removable disk when it is
connected to the computer for any infection or malicious program so that your computer is safe and
is not infected. 	

Long Installation

The installation however was not impressive at all as it took longer than most of the antivirus and
top of it, it was slow and did required a reboot. You could have not asked for worst, and the updates
fail. We did run a full scan and then eventually the updates came through. The installation does not
completes here, if it finds the traces of old antivirus and Trojan or any low risk program  it would pop
up and prompt for a restart and you may get the same message in a loop. The features are good
but installation can be a nightmare.
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Icybergenie ensures availability of online computer support 24 x7 days  just by click of a mouse and
provides all sort of supports for operating systems, virus removal, PC scan,  Microsoft support,  PC
software repair etc. Call Icybergenie at Call +888 856 8848 to know more about a how to remove
virus  from computer and a online Virus Scanner.
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